SPRAY TANNING WAIVER & LIABILITY RELEASE
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING
+ The spraying process will take approximately thirty (30) minutes. After spraying, you should let
yourself dry approximately eight (8) minutes before putting your clothes back on, and you
should not shower, bathe or sweat excessively for eight (8) hours.

+ The bronzing and tanning solutions used during your session have the potential to stain
clothing. We recommend that you wear something dark in color that can be stained without
concern. Cotton clothing is less likely to stain. After your tanning session, you should wear dark,
loose fitting clothes.

+ Be advised that a small percentage of people have skin that does not react favorably to
spray tanning due to known or unknown medical conditions. Please consult your physician if you
have a bad reaction.

LIABILITY RELASE

+ This process has been explained to me and I hereby agree to allow a technician of BronzeFX,
to apply spray tan solution to my skin.

+ To my knowledge, I have no medical condition or allergy which would preclude me from
having this procedure done. I agree to hold BronzeFX, harmless of any and all liability for
medical complications that may arise from exposure to the spray tan solution. I have been
advised to discontinue use if any reaction occurs.

+ I agree to hold BronzeFX, harmless of any and all liability for pregnancy- related medical
complications that may arise from exposure to the spray tan solution. I acknowledge that I have
been advised to consult with a physician who can properly assess the pregnancy-related risk
and complications potentially involved through exposure to spray tanning and DHA while
pregnant.
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+ Furthermore, I agree to release BronzeFX, from any liability in the event of stains to clothing, car
and furniture upholstery, jewelry and accessories, and any other objects my body might come
into contact with.
I have read and completely understand this consent form, and I agree to the above waivers of
liability.

______________________________________________

+ Client Name
______________________________________________

+ Client Signature
______________________________________________

+ Date

If under age 18, parent or guardian must sign above and provide following information.
If under age 16, parent or guardian must sign AND be present for appointment.

______________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Name:
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